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Abstract: Multiple Myeloma (MM) arises from malignant transformation and deregulated proliferation of clonal 
plasma cells (PCs) harbouring heterogeneous molecular anomalies. The effect of evolving mutations on clone 
fitness and their cellular prevalence shapes the progressing myeloma genome and impacts clinical outcomes. 
Although clonal heterogeneity in MM is well established, which subclonal mutations emerge/persist/perish with 
progression in MM and which of these can be targeted therapeutically remains an open question. In line with this, 
we have sequenced pairwise whole exomes of 62 MM patients collected at two time points, i.e., at diagnosis and on 
progression. Somatic variants were called using a novel ensemble approach where a consensus was deduced from 
four variant callers (Illumina’s Dragen, Strelka2, SomaticSniper and SpeedSeq) and actionable/druggable gene 
targets were identified. A marked intraclonal heterogeneity was observed. Branching evolution was observed among 
72.58% patients, of whom 64.51% had low TMBs (<10) and 61.29% had 2 or more founder clones. The hypermutator 
patients (with high TMB levels ≥10 to ≤100) showed a significant decrease in their TMBs from diagnosis (median 
TMB 77.11) to progression (median TMB 31.22). A distinct temporal fall in subclonal driver mutations was identified 
recurrently across diagnosis to progression e.g., in PABPC1, BRAF, KRAS, CR1, DIS3 and ATM genes in 3 or more 
patients suggesting such patients could be treated early with target specific drugs like Vemurafenib/Cobimetinib. An 
analogous rise in driver mutations was observed in KMT2C, FOXD4L1, SP140, NRAS and other genes. A few drivers 
such as FAT4, IGLL5 and CDKN1A retained consistent distribution patterns at two time points. These findings are 
clinically relevant and point at consideration of evaluating multi time point subclonal mutational landscapes for 
designing better risk stratification strategies and tailoring time to time risk adapted combination therapies in future.
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Introduction

Multiple Myeloma (MM) is a malignancy of 
clonal plasma cells that tend to evolve and 
accumulate as disease progresses from pre- 
cursor transition states of monoclonal gammo- 
pathy of undetermined significance (MGUS)/
Smoldering Multiple Myeloma (SMM) to active 
MM and ultimately Extramedullary disease/
Plasma cell leukemia (PCL). Reservoir founder 
clones may exist prior to MGUS [1], which may 
become detectable and dominant with pro- 
gression and gradually evolve into hetero- 
geneous subclones. The process of subclonal 

propagation of PCs during myelomagenesis is 
complex and is driven under the influence of 
selection pressures exerted by immune sur- 
veillance, microenvironment and therapeutic 
agents.

Molecular mechanisms that underlie early pro-
gression in newly diagnosed MM patients who 
fail to respond to existing treatments are not 
completely understood. MM shows heteroge- 
neity in terms of clinical phenotypes, rates of 
disease progression, response to therapy and 
survival outcomes, all of which are influenced 
by the underlying genomic complexity of the 
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patient [2]. It is established that two types of 
primary oncogenic events are involved in in- 
itiation of myelomagenesis [3, 4]. These include 
IgH translocations (found in ~55% patients) 
and hyperdiploidy of odd numbered chromo- 
somes (observed at a frequency of ~40%). The- 
se two kinds of aberrations may coexist in 
~10% of cases. A gamut of secondary events 
(mutations in RAS, NF-kB pathway, overex- 
pression of MYC, haploinsufficiency of p53, 
(1q) gain and (1p) loss) are known to occur that 
provide further growth advantage to evolving 
(sub)clones, promote drug resistance, genome 
instability and progression. Deletion 13q is 
commonly found among non-hyperdiploid MM 
as well as in MGUS which suggests its role as a 
primary event during early oncogenesis of MM 
[5-7].

Based on mutational complexity and subclonal 
architecture, different patterns of clonal evolu- 
tion have been reported in MM. The branching 
type of clonal evolution analogous to Darwinian 
model is the most frequent one and is found  
in ≥50% MM patients whereas linear or stable 
evolution with no significant alteration in sub- 
clonal architecture have been observed in 
≤30% cases [8-10]. Analysis of WES data ob- 
tained from MM patients on IMiDs from UK 
Myeloma XI phase 3 trial and the CoMMpass 
study has revealed that 20% MM patients 
experienced neutral tumor evolution associat- 
ed with poor prognosis while remaining 80% 
encountered branching evolution [11]. Patients 
with branching evolution may respond well to 
IMiDs as these can reconfigure bone marrow 
stromal cum immune microenvironment and 
prolong survival [11]. Instead, patients with 
neutral clonal evolution with random genetic 
drift may benefit from combinations of PIs with 
high dose melphalan [11, 12].

Recent NGS studies conducted on pairwise 
myeloma genomes/exomes at two or more 
serial time points have reported presence of 
intraclonal heterogeneity during progression 
and relapse [1, 7, 8, 12-21]. A series of soma- 
tic mutations including substitutions, indels 
and copy number variations emerge during di- 
sease progression that contour the pattern of 
clonal evolution. Numerous driver mutations 
have been identified in myeloma genome [17] 
that may co-evolve mutually in cooperation or 
exclusively either in same or different (sub)
clones and modulate their net impact on clinical 
outcomes. 

Although clonal heterogeneity in MM is well 
established, subclonal remodelling of gains/
losses and rewiring of functional pathways are 
not completely understood. There is currently a 
paucity of data available on longitudinal sub- 
clonal evolution profiles associated with pro- 
gression in MM and a deeper understanding  
is required to assess mutations of clinical 
relevance that could potentially be targeted for 
treatment in future therapeutic approaches 
against MM and its precursor states [11, 22]. 
The progressing subclonal shifts are of para- 
mount clinical significance as these could pro- 
mote oncogenesis and lead to drug refractori- 
ness. Estimation of their cellular prevalence 
could further predict likelihood of depth of 
response and a rationalized approach of com- 
binatorial therapy. More and more longitudinal 
studies are needed to explore the progressing 
subclonal events and ultimately guide combina-
tions of targeted therapy that can eradicate 
such subclonal populations and delay progres-
sion. Hence, we decided to conduct this study 
to capture subclonal mutational landscapes 
associated with progression of MM and identify 
potential actionable/druggable targets that can 
be treated with their corresponding drugs.

In this study, we have evaluated 186 pairwise 
whole exome sequences obtained from 62  
MM patients at two time points representing 
tumor at diagnosis, tumor at progression and 
compared to their germline landscapes res- 
pectively using NGS. We have identified indi- 
vidual clonal genomic complexities, tumor mu- 
tation burdens (TMBs) and divergence of clu- 
sters of mutations in founder clones. This study 
has provided novel insights into recurrent 
subclonal shifts in drivers (DRV), oncogenes 
(ONC), tumor suppressor genes (TSGs) and the 
potential actionable targets (ACT) associated 
with progression of MM.

Materials and methods

This study was approved by the Institute Ethics 
Committee and conducted as per ethical guide-
lines. Voluntary written informed consent was 
obtained from all the study individuals.

Whole exome sequencing

Genomic DNA was isolated from CD138+ plas-
ma cells enriched from bone marrow aspirates 
with MACS magnetic microbeads (Miltenyi Bio- 
tech, Germany), collected from 62 patients in- 
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cluding 61 newly diagnosed treatment naïve 
MM patients and 1 MGUS (who later converted 
to MM at TP2) diagnosed as per IMWG guide-
lines (Table 1). Patients diagnosed and treated 

at our center from 2014 to 2019 in whom DNA 
samples were available prior to therapy and at 
the time of disease progression were included 
in this study. The patients were treated with 
triplet combination induction chemotherapy-
VCD (bortezomib, cyclophosphamide and dexa-
methasone) or VTD (bortezomib, thalidomide, 
dexamethasone) or VRD (bortezomib, lenalido-
mide, dexamethasone) prior to time of progres-
sion. The median OS of the patient cohort was 
152.5 weeks and median PFS was 87.21 
weeks.

Whole exome sequencing (WES) was carried 
out on 186 DNA samples extracted from 62 
MM patients collected at two time points- one 
prior to any therapy at diagnosis (Time Point 1 
= TP1) and second at a follow up time point of 
disease progression (Time Point 2 = TP2). WES 
was also carried out on paired germline DNA 
obtained from peripheral blood mononuclear 
cells for all the patients.

For WES, DNA was extracted using Maxwell 
RSC cultured cells DNA kit (Promega, Wiscon- 
sin, USA) on automated nucleic acid extrac- 
tion system (Promega, Wisconsin, USA). Prior to 
library construction, DNA was quantified fluo- 
rometrically with a DNA high sensitivity kit with 
Qubit (ThermoFisher Scientific, MA, USA). WES 
libraries were constructed from genomic DNA 
using the Nextera Exome kit (Illumina, San 
Diego, California, USA) which targets a geno- 
mic footprint of 62 Mb with >3,40,000, 95 mer 
probes. After quantification, the DNA was nor- 
malized to 10 ng/µl and a total of 50 ng DNA 
was tagmented with transposons. The tag- 
mented DNA was purified from the transposo- 
me with sample purification beads. The purified 
tagmented DNA was subjected to a unique 
combination of dual index adapters and am- 
plified with sequences required for cluster 
generation. After amplification, the DNA libra- 
ries were purified and the purified libraries 
containing unique indices were combined into  
a single pool using a 3-plex strategy. The target 
regions of interest in the purified libraries we- 
re hybridized with coding exome oligos and 
captured with streptavidin magnetic beads. 
The enriched libraries were eluted from the 
beads and subjected to a second round of 
hybridization with coding exome oligos. Final 
libraries were eluted and then quantified and 
evaluated for quality using DNA high sensitivity 

Table 1. Baseline demographic, laboratory 
and clinical characteristics of multiple my-
eloma (MM) patients (n = 62)
Parameter No. of patients 
Median Age (Range) In Years 58 (31 to 72)
Gender
    Male 38
    Female 24
Hemoglobin (g/dL)  
    ≤10 39
    >10 23
Platelet Count (/dL)  
    <100 10
    ≥100 52
Serum creatinine (mg/dL)  
    ≤2 49
    >2 13
Seruam albumin (g/dL)  
    <3.5 30
    ≥3.5 32
ISS 1/2/3 1/17/44
RISS I/II/III/NA 1/36/14/11
MRS 1/2/3/NA 7/33/21/1
Serum calcium, mg/dL
    0-11 54
    >11 8
eGFR, mL/min
    <40 17
    ≥40 45
IgG Isotype
    IgA 14
    IgG 37
    Light chain κ/λ 11
BM plasma cells, %
    ≤40 21
    >40 41
Serum LDH (IU/L)
    ≤420 51
    >420 6
    NA 5
β2-microglobulin, mg/L
    <3.5 3
    ≥3.5 59
MRS = modified risk staging [52].
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Qubit kit (ThermoFisher Scientific, MA, USA) 
and DNA HS Kit (Agilent Technologies, Santa 
Clara, USA) on Agilent Bioanalyser respectively. 
The size range of generated libraries was 200-
500 bp. The resultant captured libraries were 
pooled, normalized following standard normali- 
zation method and paired-end sequencing was 
carried out using the Illumina cBot system and 
HiSeq SBS kit V4-250 cycles on HiSeq 2500 
(Illumina).

Analysis of WES data

The overall workflow of data analysis is shown 
in Figure 1. Raw sequencing reads were qua- 
lity checked using FastQC software (v0.11.4, 
http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/
projects/fastqc/). The adapter sequences were 
removed using Trimmomatic software (v0.39, 
http://www.usadellab.org/cms/?page=tri- 
mmomatic). Illumina Dragen somatic pipeline 
(v3.5.7) was used to process the trimmed reads 
and aligned with human reference genome, 
hg19 available at UCSC (https://sapac.illumina.
com/products/by-type/informatics-products/
basespace-sequence-hub/apps/edico-geno- 
me-inc-dragen-somatic-pipeline.html).

The tumor and normal bam files obtained from 
Illumina Dragen somatic pipeline were used for 
variant calling using three additional variant 
callers, Strelka v2.9.10 [23]; SomaticSniper 
v1.0.5.0 [24] and SpeedSeq v0.1.2 (FreeBayes) 
[25] in order to validate the variants called by 
Dragen somatic pipeline. Only those variants 
called by all the four callers and passed filters 
of base quality (≥20), mapping quality (≥20), 
tumor reads (≥10) and normal reads (≥5) quali-
fied as a consensus. These validated variants 
were further annotated using BaseSpace Va- 
riant Interpreter (https://variantinterpreter.in- 
formatics.illumina.com/home).

Further, COSMIC database was explored for 
assignment of variant pathogenicity (Patho- 
genic/Neutral/Unknown). Variants predicted  
as Deleterious/Damaging/Pathogenic by any 
of the three tools (SIFT/PolyPhen/FATHMM) 
were considered as Pathogenic. For identifica-
tion of CNVs, the .bam files of tumor and nor-
mal samples obtained from Illumina Dragen 
(v3.5.7) somatic pipeline were analyzed us- 
ing Sequenza (https://cran.r-project.org/web/
packages/sequenza/) package along with hu- 

man reference .fasta file from UCSC (ucsc.
hg19.fasta).

Variants identified were compared with MMRF 
CoMMPass Study database (www.themmrf.
org). The mutated genes were classified as  
driver genes, oncogenes and tumor suppressor 
genes based on publicly available resources 
listed at cBioPortal [26, 27] (https://www.cb- 
ioportal.org/); at intOgen (https://www.into- 
gen.org/search) database [28]; OncoKB [29] 
(https://www.oncokb.org/) and as described by 
Walker et al., 2014 [17].

Potentially actionable targets were identified  
in this study based on repository of FDA app- 
roved on label or off-label drugs or those ex- 
perimentally druggable compiled and listed in 
literature [30, 31], at the TARGET (Tumor Altera- 
tions Relevant for Genomics driven Therapy) 
database of the Broad Institute (https://soft-
ware.broadinstitute.org/cancer/cga/target) 
and the COSMIC actionability data v93 (https://
cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic). The TARGET data- 
base is a database of genes that when somati-
cally altered in cancer, are directly linked to a 
clinical action. The tumor mutational burden 
(TMB) defined as the number of nonsynony-
mous mutations/Mb was calculated from aver-
age coverage with respect to total bases (313- 
7161264) in binary mode and with reference to 
human genome (hg19). Clonal evolution pat-
terns were evaluated using QuantumClone [32] 
and the cellular prevalence values it were cal-
culated as defined below (https://www.rdocu-
mentation.org/packages/QuantumClone/ver- 
sions/0.15.11).
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where NCh is the number of copies of the corre-
sponding locus in cancer cells, NCh(Normal) is the 
number of copies of the corresponding locus in 
the normal cells (NCh(Normal) = 2 for autosomes) 
and NC is the number of chromosomal copies 
bearing the variant and p is the tumor purity.

The cellular prevalence values it of each clus-
ter obtained from QuantumClone were subject-
ed to fishplot R package for visualization [33]. 
Cellular prevalence values higher than 1 were 
set to 1 as suggested [32]. Clonal patterns 
were classified as branching or linear or stable 
as described [13]. In case of branching evolu- 
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tion, both gain and loss of clones was observed. 
In case of linear evolution, there was gain of 

mutations but no clonal loss; while in stable 
progression, the clonal structure remained 

Figure 1. Workflow of study and data analysis. Analysis workflow of the WES study performed on 62 MM patients 
whose tumor PC samples were sequenced at diagnosis, at follow up and compared with their germline profiles. 
Fastq files were quality checked with FastQC, adaptors trimmed with Trimmomatic and processed further through 
Illumina Dragen Somatic pipeline for variant calling. Variants were validated with additional 3 variant callers (Strel-
ka2, SomaticSniper and SpeedSeq), a consensus .vcf was derived and annotated with Variant Interpreter for deduc-
ing TMB and SBS. CNVs were identified with Sequenza and processed further with QuantumClone and Fishplot for 
interpretation of patterns of clonal evolution.
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preserved at two time points. Stable with loss 
pattern had predominantly conserved clonal 
structure but there was also evidence of clonal 
loss at a subsequent time point. The biological 
pathways relating to altered clonal mutational 
profiles were deduced by gene enrichment 
analysis using Enrichr (https://maayanlab.cl- 
oud/Enrichr/) as described [34].

Statistical analysis

Clinical and biological characteristics of the 
patients were analysed using Chi-squared or 
Fisher’s exact test for discrete categorical va- 
riables as applicable. Nonparametric statisti- 
cal analysis was carried out for continuous 
variables with Wilcoxon signed rank test. A 
P-value of <0.05 was considered statistically 
significant.

Results

Estimation of somatic mutations at two time 
points

A total of 13951 and 11684 nonsynonymous 
(NS) somatic mutations were identified in 
myeloma pairwise whole exomes sequenced  
at diagnosis (TP1) and at progression (TP2) 
respectively (Table 2). Among these, 4410 
somatic mutations in TP1 and 3833 in TP2 
were classifiable as pathogenic. At diagnosis, 
10561 somatic mutations were missense type, 
1227 belonged to 3’UTR, 1437 were in splicing 
sites and 538 mapped in 5’UTR regions. On 
progression, these reduced to 8996, 946, 
1207 and 375 somatic mutations represent- 
ing missense, 3’UTR, splicing and 5’UTR mu- 
tations, respectively.

Table 2. A comparison of number of nonsynonymous (NS) somatic mutations, tumor mutation burden 
(TMB) and single base substitutions (SBS) in MM at diagnosis and on progression

Type of somatic mutations
Time point

TP1 (at Diagnosis) TP2 (on progression)
IN ALL SAMPLES (n = 59)  
    Number of somatic mutations 13951 11684
    Number of known pathogenic somatic mutations 4410 3833
    Number of Missense somatic mutations 10561 8996
    Number of Nonsense somatic mutations 188 160
    Number of somatic mutations in 3’UTR 1227 946
    Number of somatic mutations at Splicing sites 1437 1207
    Number of somatic mutations in 5’UTR 538 375
MEANS PER SAMPLE
    Average number of somatic mutations/sample 236.45 198.03
    Average number of Missense somatic mutations/sample 179 152.47
    Average number of Nonsense somatic mutations/sample 3.19 2.71
    Average number of somatic mutations in 3’UTR/sample 20.80 16.03
    Average number of somatic mutations at Splicing sites/sample 24.36 20.46
    Average number of somatic mutations in 5’UTR/sample 9.12 6.36
MEDIAN number of NS somatic mutations 32 34
Tumor Mutation Burden (TMB)
    MEDIAN TMB 0.85 0.93
AVERAGE SBS IN ALL SAMPLES
    C>T 128.88 101.86
    T>C 85.02 64.66
    C>A 34.34 27.56
    C>G 28.64 21.92
    T>G 21.98 16.47
    T>A 15.90 12.25
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The average numbers of somatic mutations/
sample at diagnosis totalled 236.45 at TP1 
while 198.03 at TP2 (Table 2). At TP1, there 
were an average of 179 missense mutations/
sample (152.47 at TP2), followed by 20.8 in 
3’UTR (16.03 at TP2), 24.36 in splicing regions 
(20.46 at TP2), and 9.12 in 5’UTR region (6.36 
at TP2). Patients with high somatic mutations 
may possess high neoantigen loads and may 
benefit from immunotherapies.

Tumor mutation burden declines from 
diagnosis to progression in hypermutators

Patients at diagnosis had an average tumor 
mutation burden (TMB) of 10.8 NS somatic 
mutations/Mb/sample (range 0.15 to 95) that 
reduced to 7.46 (range 0.03 to 105.47) on 
progression. The median TMB among patients 
at TP1 and TP2 were 0.85 and 0.93 respective- 
ly. The median TMB at two time points among 
patients with age at diagnosis ≤65 years (0.82 
versus 0.76) and those with >65 years (1.62 
versus 1.22) were comparable.

Patients were classified on the basis of their 
TMB levels at diagnosis as those with low  
TMB of ≤10 (n = 51) and high TMB levels ≥10  
to ≤100 (n = 8) (i.e., hypermutators). Three 
patients (SM0007, SM0052 and SM0145) 
were outliers or super-hypermutators with 
≥100 TMBs (134.43, 132.12 and 126.3 res- 
pectively) and were analyzed for clonal evolu- 
tion exclusively. In particular, patients group- 
ed into high TMB category (TMB levels ≥10 to 

at got shortlisted, 8869 were found to be 
mutated in some form of cancer while 7107 
genes were identified to be mutated in MM 
among which 6690 genes have been reported 
in MMRF CoMMPass dataset. A set of 131 
mutated genes turned out to be known on- 
cogenes, 176 were established tumor supp- 
ressors, 320 were known drivers across dif- 
ferent cancers while 72 genes were found to be 
known driver genes in the context of MM. Of  
all these genes harbouring somatic mutations 
in MM, 100 genes got classified as COSMIC 
candidate actionable targets.

We screened the WES data for a total reper-
toire of 102 known driver genes for MM and 
found 72 driver genes to be mutated. We then 
analyzed which driver genes had subclonal ga- 
ins or losses or remained stable with progres-
sion and arranged them in descending and 
ascending series (Figure 3). These drivers were 
further shortlisted to those that had topmost 
number of recurrent subclonal shifts and were 
observed in atleast 3 or more patients. Figure 
3A shows topmost temporal falls in PABPC1, 
BRAF, KRAS, CR1, DIS3, ATM and other genes 
while Figure 3C shows topmost temporal in- 
creases that were observed in KMT2C, FOX- 
D4L1, SP140 and NRAS. Similarly, Figure 3B 
shows the most recurrent drivers like FAT4 and 
IGLL5 that remained stable on progression. 
Contrasting mutational landscapes at diagno-
sis and at progression highlight the importance 
of their immediate monitoring prior to tailoring 
therapy.

Figure 2. Changes in TMB at diagnosis and on progression. Comparison of 
median TMB across MM patients at TP1 and TP2 in non-hypermutator (n = 
51) (TMB<10) versus hypermutator category (n = 8) (TMB between 10 and 
100).

≤100) had median TMB levels 
at TP1 (77.11) that significant- 
ly reduced at TP2 (31.32; P = 
0.039) (Figure 2). Hypermu- 
tators might sustain stable dr- 
ug resistant clones and hen- 
ce may benefit from combi- 
nations of IMiDs with novel 
therapeutics.

Comparison of frequencies 
of driver genes mutated at 
diagnosis versus progression

Table 3 summarizes number 
of mutated genes and mut- 
ations that were encountered 
in MM in this study. Out of 
8977 total mutated genes th- 
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Distribution of mutated 
potential actionable target 
genes at diagnosis and 
progression

As many as 19022 somatic 
mutations (Table 3) were ob- 
served at varying frequencies 
among 8977 genes in MM 
patients in this study. Of the- 
se, 18817 variants are known 
mutants in cancers of some 
kind, 15864 have been re- 
ported to be mutated in MM 
while 15063 have been de- 
scribed in MMRF dataset. 
These consisted of 821 mut- 
ations across drivers known 
to be associated with differ- 
ent cancers and 221 mut- 
ations in 72 driver genes 
(BRAF, SP140, EP300, FAT4, 
PABPC1, CREBBP, FOXD4L1, 
PRDM1, KMT2C, C8ORF34, 
NRAS, KRAS, DIS3, NFKBIA, 
LRP1B, IGLL5, ZNF292, ATM, 
CR1, PTPN11, BCL7A, CD- 
KN1B, PARP4, RB1, MAX, 
NF1, EFTUD2, TP53, DNMT- 
3A, RASA2, RFTN1, TET2, 
EGR1, HIST1H1E, PIM1, ZE- 
B1, FAM46C, LCE1D, CCN- 
D1, MAML2, ARID2, ARID1A, 
TRAF3, ARHGAP5, USP8, CY- 

Table 3. Classification of genes harbouring NS somatic mutations and the variants observed in MM in 
this study

Classification
Number of genes 

with mutations  
(n = 8977)

Number of  
mutations  

(n = 19022)
Known to be mutated in some cancer 8869 18817
Known to be mutated in MM 7107 15864
Mutated in MMRF CoMMPass study 6690 15063
Known oncogenes 131 252
Known tumor suppressor genes 176 443
Known to be driver genes in some cancer 320 821
Known to be driver genes in MM 72 221
Known as actionable (COSMIC) 100 239
Drivers with decreased frequencies on progression 39 140
Drivers with increased frequencies on progression 12 36
Drivers with constant frequencies both at diagnosis and on progression 21 45

Figure 3. Temporal changes in distribution of driver genes on progression. 
Distribution of mutated driver genes in MM patients at TP1 and compared 
to TP2. (A) Falling mutated drivers whose frequencies decreased in TP2, (B) 
Drivers that are maintained at constant frequencies throughout the disease, 
and (C) Rising mutated drivers whose preponderance increased in patients 
at TP2. Driver mutation profiles observed in atleast 3 or more patients are 
shown inside boxed frames. Actionable genes are indicated by arrows on X 
axis.
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LD, ZFHX3, MAF, NCOR1, RPL5, KMT2B, ID- 
H1, PIK3CA, KLHL6, SETD2, FGFR3, IRF1, 
HIST1H1D, HIST1H1B, ABCF1, IRF4, EGFR, 
UBR5, NUP214, TRAF2, IRAK1, RPL10, KD- 
M6A, KDM5C, HUWE1, AR, ATRX) known to  
be involved in MM. There were 252 somatic 
mutations in oncogenes, 443 in tumor supp- 
ressor genes and finally 239 variants were 
found across 100 potential actionable genes.

Table 4 summarizes a list of variations in 22 
actionable target genes that were found 
mutated in atleast 3 patients at either or both 
time points. These consisted of BRAF, FANCM, 
MRE11, WRN, EXO1, FANCA, ALK, FANCD2, 
MSH3, NBN, NRAS, KRAS, FLT3 MAP2K1, 
PALB2, RAD51D, RAD51C, MERTK, KDR, RA- 
D54B, FANCG, PTCH1. The most common ac- 
tionable mutation was Val600Glu in BRAF that 
was most abundant at the time of diagnosis. 
Identification of druggable targets at subclonal 
levels could aid in treating patients with genome 
defined target specific drugs.

Comparison of single nucleotide substitutions 
at diagnosis and progression

As shown in Table 2, six types of single base 
substitutions (SBS) were observed. The SBS 
C>T was the most predominant form of muta- 
tion found both at TP1 (128.88; 40.94%) and 
TP2 (101.86; 41.63%) followed by T>C (85.02; 
27.017% at TP1, 64.66; 26.42% at TP2), C>A 
(34.34; 10.9% at TP1, 27.56; 11.26% at TP2), 
C>G (28.64, 9.09% at TP1; 21.92, 8.95% at 
TP2), T>G (21.98, 6.98% at TP1; 16.47, 6.73% 
at TP2), T>A (15.9, 5.05% at TP1; 12.25, 5% at 
TP2).

Heterogeneity in clonal evolution

Three types of clonal evolutionary patterns  
with 1 to 3 founder clones were observed in 
this study (Figure 4). The branching pattern of 
clonal evolution was observed in maximum 
number of patients (45; 72.58%) followed by 
Linear in 9 cases (14.51%) and Stable with  
loss of clone in 8 patients (12.90%) (Fi- 
gure 4A). Distribution of founder clones in 
different subsets of patients with branching (n 
= 45) and non-branching (n = 17) evolution is 
shown in Figure 4B. One, two and three found- 
er clones were detected in 18, 20 and 7 
patients respectively out of 45 patients with 
branching patterns of clonal evolution. Patients 

with branching pattern of evolution had sig- 
nificantly higher number of founder clones  
(p = 0.0173, Figure 4B) than those with non-
branching patterns. A significant number of 
patients with low TMB at TP1 developed br- 
anching clonal evolution (n = 40 out of 51) 
whereas those with high TMB had both 
branching (n = 5 out of 11) and non-branching 
evolutionary patterns (n = 6 out of 11) (P = 
0.026) (Figure 4C).

Each case of MM was analyzed in depth by 
QuantumClone and their individual fish plots, 
clonal density and evolution plots were ge- 
nerated (Supplementary Figures 1, 2, 3, 4,  
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13). A median of 3 
clones (range 2 to 9) was observed among 45 
patients with branching clonal evolution. The 
number of clones was relatively lower among 
patients with non-branching evolution patterns-
Linear (2 to 4) and Stable with loss of clone (2 
to 3). Figure 5A-C shows a representative fish 
plot of each of the three types of clonal pat- 
terns of evolution (Branching, Linear and Sta- 
ble with loss) observed in this study. The so- 
matic mutational diversity in founder clones 
and their cellular prevalence was compared at 
two time points for each patient. A schematic 
representation of genes found to be mutated  
in founder clones including actionable/non-
actionable genes and the significantly asso- 
ciated biological pathways predicted to be af- 
fected by such mutated genes in patients are 
shown in Figures 6A, 6B and 7 respectively.

The heatmaps in Figure 6A and 6B also depict 
falling/rising frequencies of actionable and 
non-actionable targets (including DRV/ONC/
TSG/others) respectively. The topmost ten ge- 
nes mutated in founder clones were BAGE2 
(37.28%) >PABPC1 (30.5%) >MUC17/NBPF1 
(23.72%) >DNAH14/FLG (22.03%) >FAT1/ 
RHPN2/TPTE (20.33%). The topmost frequen- 
tly mutated actionable targets were KRAS 
(18.64%) >BRAF/FANCM (13.55%) >FANCD2/
WRN (11.86%) >FANCA/MLH1 (10.16%) 
>NRAS/ATM (8.47%) >TET2/BRCA1 (6.77%) 
>FGFR3/TP53 (5.08%), and others.

The cellular prevalence of topmost mutated 
tumor suppressor gene KMT2C showed an 
increase with progression in 6 out of 11 
patients followed by FAT1 (6 out of 12), FANCA 
(3 out of 6), BRCA1 (3 out of 4), TET2 (2 out of 
4) and NRAS (4 out of 5) (Figure 6). On the 
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Table 4. Frequency of variations in actionable genes observed in atleast 3 or more multiple myeloma patients

VARIANT REF ALT EXON HGVSC HGVSP CONSEQUENCE GENE 
Number of 

patients with 
mutation

Count 
at 

TP1

Count 
at 

TP2
7:140453136:T A T 15/18 c.1799T>A p.(Val600Glu) missense_variant BRAF 7 5 2
14:45606287:T C T 2/23 c.524C>T p.(Ser175Phe) missense_variant FANCM 6 5 1
14:45650900:G A G 16/23 c.4378A>G p.(Ile1460Val) missense_variant FANCM 6 5 1
14:45665468:G C G 21/23 c.5434C>G p.(Pro1812Ala) missense_variant FANCM 6 4 2
11:94212048:T C T c.403-6G>A splice_region_intron_variant MRE11 5 2 3
8:30999280:T G T 26/35 c.3222G>T p.(Leu1074Phe) missense_variant WRN 5 3 2
1:242042301:A G A 13/16 c.1765G>A p.(Glu589Lys) missense_variant EXO1 4 3 1
16:89836323:T C T 26/43 c.2426G>A p.(Gly809Asp) missense_variant FANCA 4 2 2
16:89849480:T C T 16/43 c.1501G>A p.(Gly501Ser) missense_variant FANCA 4 2 2
2:29416366:C G C 29/29 c.4587C>G p.(Asp1529Glu) missense_variant ALK 4 3 1
3:10088266:T G T 15/43 c.1137G>T c.1137G>T (p.(Val379=)) splice_region,synonymous_variant FANCD2 4 1 3
3:10140671:A G A 43/43 c.*37G>A 3_prime_UTR_variant FANCD2 4 2 2
3:10140696:G A G 43/43 c.*62A>G 3_prime_UTR_variant FANCD2 4 2 2
5:79960955:A G A c.359-7G>A splice_region_intron_variant MSH3 4 3 1
8:30999123:A G A c.3138+7G>A splice_region,intron_variant WRN 4 3 1
8:90958530:C T C c.1915-7A>G splice_region_intron_variant NBN 4 2 2
8:90990479:G C G 5/16 c.553G>C p.(Glu185Gln) missense_variant NBN 4 2 2
1:115256529:C T C 3/7 c.182A>G p.(Gln61Arg) missense_variant NRAS 3 1 2
12:25362777:G A G 6/6 c.*73T>C 3_prime_UTR_variant KRAS 3 2 1
12:25380275:G T G 3/6 c.183A>C p.(Gln61His) missense_variant KRAS 3 2 1
13:28610183:G A G c.1310-3T>C splice_region_intron_variant FLT3 3 1 2
15:66782048:T C T c.1023-8C>T splice_region,intron_variant MAP2K1 3 1 2
16:23646191:C T C 4/13 c.1676A>G p.(Gln559Arg) missense_variant PALB2 3 2 1
17:33433487:T C T 6/10 c.494G>A p.(Arg165Gln) missense_variant RAD51D 3 2 1
17:56811608:G C G 9/9 c.*25C>G 3_prime_UTR_variant RAD51C 3 2 1
2:112686988:A G A 2/19 c.353G>A p.(Ser118Asn) missense_variant MERTK 3 2 1
2:29416481:C T C 29/29 c.4472A>G p.(Lys1491Arg) missense_variant ALK 3 2 1
3:10106532:T C T 23/43 c.2141C>T p.(Pro714Leu) missense_variant FANCD2 3 2 1
4:55972974:A T A 11/30 c.1416A>T p.(Gln472His) missense_variant KDR 3 2 1
5:80168937:A G A 23/24 c.3133G>A p.(Ala1045Thr) missense_variant,splice_region_variant MSH3 3 2 1
8:95479680:C G C 2/15 c.88C>G p.(Leu30Val) missense_variant RAD54B 3 2 1
9:35074917:C T C c.1636+7A>G splice_region,intron variant FANCG 3 3 0
9:98239147:G A G c.1504-8T>C splice_region,intron_variant PTCH1 3 1 2
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contrary, cellular prevalence of mutated driver 
PABPC1 decreased with progression in 13 out 
of 18 patients, KRAS (8 out of 11), BRAF (6 out 
of 8), ATM (4 out of 5) and others (Figure 6).

Prediction of biological pathways affected by 
somatic mutations

A comprehensive gene enrichment analysis  
by Enrichr identified a network of biological 
pathways found to be significantly associated 
with somatic mutations on progression of MM 
(Figure 7). These included, notably, ECM-re- 
ceptor interaction, Galactose metabolism, Pro- 

tein digestion and absorption, Cholesterol me- 
tabolism, Antigen processing and presenta- 
tion, Drug metabolism, RNA degradation, Star- 
ch and sucrose metabolism, Hematopoietic 
cell lineage, Base excision repair, MAPK sig- 
naling pathway, viral carcinogenesis, cell cycle, 
apoptosis, Th17 cell differentiation, Th1 and 
Th2 cell differentiation, beta-Alanine metabo- 
lism, cellular senescence and others.

Pathways that were affected by 2434 mutated 
genes found exclusively at diagnosis and those 
affected by new mutations in genes at TP2 are 
shown in Figure 8. Additional pathways (n =  

Figure 4. Frequencies of types of clonal evo-
lution patterns, TMB and founder clones. (A) 
Distribution of types of clonal evolution pat-
terns including branching and non-branching 
(Linear, Stable with loss of clone) observed in 
MM patients, (B) Number of founder clones 
observed in patients with branching and non-
branching clonal evolution, and (C) Compari-
son of number of MM patients with either low 
or high TMB and who developed branching 
versus non-branching patterns of clonal evo-
lution. Patients with branching evolution may 
benefit from IMiDs.
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Figure 5. Three patterns of clonal evolution. A repre-
sentative scheme of fish plots corresponding to three 
patterns of clonal evolution (A) Branching, (B) Linear, 
and (C) Stable with loss of clone.
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Figure 6. Comparison of potential actionable and non-actionable mutated genes in different samples grouped as 
with branching or non-branching clonal evolution patterns and low or high TMB levels. A. Heatmap depicting dis-
tribution of actionable targets including drivers, oncogenes and tumor suppressors with rising or falling frequency 
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13) found to be affected exclusively on pro- 
gression included NK cell mediated cytotoxicity, 
chemical carcinogenesis, PI3K-Akt signaling, 
phototransduction, PPAR signaling, GnRH sig- 
naling and others. Likewise, 18 pathways were 
exclusively affected by mutations at TP1.

Clonal divergence in individual cases

Figure 5A-C Shows a representative fish plot of 
each of the three types of clonal patterns of 
evolution (Branching, Linear and Stable with 
loss) observed in this study. A case-wise de- 
scription of subclones and their patterns of 
evolution are summarized in Supplementary 
Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 
and in Supplementary Note 1.

Discussion

Progression of MM is linked with a spatiotem-
poral shift in subclonal structure. The prime 
objective of this study was to explore subclonal 
evolution associated with progression of MM 
and identify potential actionable targets for 
each patient. In order to achieve this, we adopt-
ed a novel Ensemble algorithm approach for 
identification of mutations. As per our findings 
and as suggested by others [35, 36], there can 
be significant differences in the SNV outputs 
processed by different variant callers based on 
the properties of the caller used, their strengths 
and weaknesses. Since no somatic caller has 
the ultimate ability to perform, an ensemble 
approach that combines multiple callers has 
been reported to offer the best balance of  
both sensitivity and specificity [36-38]. Hence, 
we decided to call mutations through four com-
mon variant callers (Dragen, Strelka2, Somatic- 
Sniper and SpeedSeq) and generate a common 
consensus rather than depending on any single 
one. This innovative approach ensured that the 
clonal landscape of MM captured in our study 
was closest possible estimation to reality. 

An important observation of this study is that 
we have been able to identify recurrent sub-
clonal shifts in actionable/druggable targets of 
clinical importance such as BRAF, KRAS, ATM, 
TET2 and TP53 at diagnosis in multiple pa- 
tients (in atleast 3 patients or more) (Figure 

3A). A similar gain in subclonal NRAS muta- 
tions was observed at the time of progression 
(Figure 3C). The reduction in frequencies of 
driver genes with progression can be explain- 
ed by their selective loss in response to the- 
rapy that may coincide with fulfillment of their 
initial functional role(s) needed in triggering 
myelomagenesis. On the other hand, an incre- 
ase in another set of driver genes indicates  
an effect of evolutionary pressure that allows 
selection of topmost fit clones. These sweeping 
subclones may either be novel or may result 
from expansion of pre-existing mutations kn- 
own to be present at low or undetectable 
frequencies at the time of diagnosis or earlier. 
The inability to detect low copy mutations is 
largely due to technical limitations of sequen- 
cing of bulk tumor tissue and recent advanced 
technologies of single cell sequencing may be 
able to resolve effect of evolving somatic 
mutations more lucidly.

Screening of actionable genetic mutations in 
these genes allows to match patients with fu- 
ture treatments that would be most beneficial, 
which is in coherence with the overall goal of 
the ongoing Multiple Myeloma Research 
Foundation (MMRF) MyDRUG (Myeloma-De- 
veloping Regimens Using Genomics) clinical 
trial (NCT03732703) [39]. The MyDRUG aims  
at enrolling patients with mutations in BRAF, 
NRAS, KRAS, FGFR3, CDKN2C, IDH2 or t(11;14) 
and assign to appropriate targeted agent ag- 
ainst that mutation. Patients with BRAF V600E 
or any NRAS or KRAS actionable mutations 
found in subclonal populations could thus ben-
efit the most if treated early with BRAF inhibitor 
e.g. Vemurafenib or MEK inhibitor Cobimetinib 
respectively. Heat maps in Figure 6A show 
genomic signatures of actionable genes for 
each patient enrolled in this study that could be 
targeted specifically to select the right drug for 
the right patient based on the specificity of the 
mutation.

TMB is an emerging prognostic biomarker of 
response to immunotherapy, approximation of 
neoantigen load and overall survival especially 
in solid tumors [40, 41]. A high TMB is con- 
sidered a biomarker of higher neoantigen load, 

trends across MM patients classified on the basis of branching/non-branching clonal evolutionary patterns, TMB 
levels and number of founder clones. B. Heatmap depicting distribution of non-actionable target genes drivers, 
oncogenes and tumor suppressors with rising or falling trends across MM patients classified on the basis of branch-
ing/non-branching clonal evolutionary patterns, TMB levels and number of founder clones.

http://www.ajcr.us/files/ajcr0137108supplmaterial.pdf
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Figure 7. Predicted pathways affected by somatic mutations across samples. Heatmap depicting significantly affected biological pathways predicted to be altered 
by Enrichr across MM patients classified on the basis of branching/non-branching clonal evolutionary patterns and TMB levels.
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increased response rates to immunotherapy 
and better outcomes. High somatic mutation 
and neoantigen loads have been found to co- 
rrelate with reduced PFS in MM [42]. Patients 
were classified in this study into those with low 
TMB between ≤1 to 10 or high TMB (≥10 or 
hypermutators). This study has shown a modest 
loss of TMB from diagnosis to progression but 
only in a subset of patients with hypermutator 
status (i.e. TMB≥10) (Figure 2). There could be 
a selective loss of less fit drug sensitive clones 
yet with persistence of drug resistant clones in 
such patients and hence combinations IMiDs 
with novel therapeutics could be used to treat 
such patients.

This study has shown a predominance of br- 
anching pattern of clonal evolution in MM in 
concurrence to other studies [8, 13-19] (Figure 
4A). An increase in DNA damage and a bran- 
ching pattern of evolution are considered hall- 
marks of effectiveness of therapy and attain- 
ment of deep response [13]. Although the bran- 
ching type of evolution reflects on the better 

response rates to therapy while tumor strives 
to mutate and acquire fitter clones to survive, it 
is also a prominent underlying mechanism of 
relapse. While mutations in founder clones are 
primarily involved in initiation of myeloma- 
genesis, those in subclones may contribute 
significantly to relapse. The study has further 
shown that branching evolution is more pre-
dominant among patients with 2 or more found-
er clones (Figure 4B) and those with low tumor 
mutation burden (TMB<10) (Figure 4C). Since, 
this happens under the positive selection pres-
sure of therapy and the microenvironment, 
such patients could perhaps benefit more from 
immunomodulatory drugs (IMiDs) such as tha-
lidomide/lenalidomide and analogues [12].

Studies have shown that ongoing DNA damage 
intensifies from MGUS to MM and provides a 
mechanism by which chromosomal aberrations 
and heterogeneity are acquired by malignant 
plasma cells [43]. Figures 7 and 8 show the 
functional pathways that were affected by ge- 
netic mutations on progression. These include 

Figure 8. Comparison of mutated genes and associated pathways at diagnosis and at progression. Venn diagram 
representing number of mutated genes and the predicted biological pathways affected by mutations exclusively at 
diagnosis (TP1) or progression (TP2).
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pathways in cancer, metabolism of galactose, 
cholesterol, drugs, cellular senescence, cell 
cycle, apoptosis, viral carcinogenesis, RNA de- 
gradation, base excision repair and several 
other crucial signalling pathways involved in 
pathogenesis of MM or immune surveillance. 
Deregulated DNA damage repair related path- 
ways as also seen in our study have been asso-
ciated with poor prognosis [44] since the tumor 
cells can withstand DNA damaging drugs and 
repopulate with therapy resistant cells on treat-
ment. It has been suggested that a ‘synthetic 
lethality’ approach [45] may be more beneficial 
where co-treatment of patients with current 
drugs and those targeting DNA repair pathways 
[46] (e.g, Bortezomib with PARP1 inhibitor [47] 
or Spironolactone [48] or a novel compound 
DCZ3301 [49]) may reverse drug resistance in 
such patients [50, 51].

Studies like this have shown genomic plasticity 
of mutational landscapes and how relative 
preponderance of mutated drivers changes wi- 
th disease progression. Supplementary Figures 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 shows 
individual evolution patterns as FISH plots fol-
lowed by summarized individual case reports 
on 62 newly diagnosed MM patients enrolled in 
this study. It provides a detailed genomic archi-
tecture and cellular prevalence of each and 
every subclone identified for every patient at 
diagnosis and at progression. Table 4 summa-
rizes the number of patients who had an action-
able/druggable mutation and who could qualify 
for targeted treatments with target specific 
drugs. Comprehensive analysis of mutational 
subclonal landscapes of patients as observed 
in this study is a pre-requisite to infer the ge- 
nomic mutations that can be treated in future 
in similar lines as in MyDRUG trial. An integra-
tion of such early genomic biomarkers with 
clinical biomarkers could help in risk estimation 
and identification of patients who could benefit 
more from a rationalized therapeutic approach 
at early stages. It is indeed not just the in- 
dividual mutations but an extended treatment 
landscape that needs to be monitored pre- 
ferably at multiple time points to tailor therapy. 
An early assessment of TMB along with mu- 
tations in drivers and actionable target genes 
during decision making, may therefore, allow 
most appropriate therapeutic personification in 
clinics.

In conclusion, a systematic analysis of evolv- 
ing mutational landscapes, TMB and SBS 
signatures could help in better stratification  
of high risk MGUS/SMM/MM patients prior to 
subclonal expansion and therefore open the 
opportunities of early and personified cure for 
the disease.
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Supplementary Figure 1. (A-E) Clonal evolution in each case of MM. Representation of clonal evolution through (a) 
Density, (b) Evolution and (c) Fish plots across individual MM patients with branching, linear and stable with loss of 
clone patterns of clonal evolution. Supplementary Note 1 (Casewise clonal evolution).

http://www.ajcr.us/files/ajcr0137108supplmaterial.pdf
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Supplementary Figure 2. (A-E) Clonal evolution in each case of MM. Representation of clonal evolution through (a) 
Density, (b) Evolution and (c) Fish plots across individual MM patients with branching, linear and stable with loss of 
clone patterns of clonal evolution. Supplementary Note 1 (Casewise clonal evolution).

http://www.ajcr.us/files/ajcr0137108supplmaterial.pdf
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Supplementary Figure 3. (A-E) Clonal evolution in each case of MM. Representation of clonal evolution through (a) 
Density, (b) Evolution and (c) Fish plots across individual MM patients with branching, linear and stable with loss of 
clone patterns of clonal evolution. Supplementary Note 1 (Casewise clonal evolution).

http://www.ajcr.us/files/ajcr0137108supplmaterial.pdf
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Supplementary Figure 4. (A-E) Clonal evolution in each case of MM. Representation of clonal evolution through (a) 
Density, (b) Evolution and (c) Fish plots across individual MM patients with branching, linear and stable with loss of 
clone patterns of clonal evolution. Supplementary Note 1 (Casewise clonal evolution).

http://www.ajcr.us/files/ajcr0137108supplmaterial.pdf
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Supplementary Figure 5. (A-E) Clonal evolution in each case of MM. Representation of clonal evolution through (a) 
Density, (b) Evolution and (c) Fish plots across individual MM patients with branching, linear and stable with loss of 
clone patterns of clonal evolution. Supplementary Note 1 (Casewise clonal evolution).

http://www.ajcr.us/files/ajcr0137108supplmaterial.pdf
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Supplementary Figure 6. (A-E) Clonal evolution in each case of MM. Representation of clonal evolution through (a) 
Density, (b) Evolution and (c) Fish plots across individual MM patients with branching, linear and stable with loss of 
clone patterns of clonal evolution. Supplementary Note 1 (Casewise clonal evolution).

http://www.ajcr.us/files/ajcr0137108supplmaterial.pdf
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Supplementary Figure 7. (A-E) Clonal evolution in each case of MM. Representation of clonal evolution through (a) 
Density, (b) Evolution and (c) Fish plots across individual MM patients with branching, linear and stable with loss of 
clone patterns of clonal evolution. Supplementary Note 1 (Casewise clonal evolution).

http://www.ajcr.us/files/ajcr0137108supplmaterial.pdf
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Supplementary Figure 8. (A-E) Clonal evolution in each case of MM. Representation of clonal evolution through (a) 
Density, (b) Evolution and (c) Fish plots across individual MM patients with branching, linear and stable with loss of 
clone patterns of clonal evolution. Supplementary Note 1 (Casewise clonal evolution).

http://www.ajcr.us/files/ajcr0137108supplmaterial.pdf
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Supplementary Figure 9. (A-E) Clonal evolution in each case of MM. Representation of clonal evolution through (a) 
Density, (b) Evolution and (c) Fish plots across individual MM patients with branching, linear and stable with loss of 
clone patterns of clonal evolution. Supplementary Note 1 (Casewise clonal evolution).

http://www.ajcr.us/files/ajcr0137108supplmaterial.pdf
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Supplementary Figure 10. (A-E) Clonal evolution in each case of MM. Representation of clonal evolution through (a) 
Density, (b) Evolution and (c) Fish plots across individual MM patients with branching, linear and stable with loss of 
clone patterns of clonal evolution. Supplementary Note 1 (Casewise clonal evolution).

http://www.ajcr.us/files/ajcr0137108supplmaterial.pdf
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Supplementary Figure 11. (A-D) Clonal evolution in each case of MM. Representation of clonal evolution through (a) 
Density, (b) Evolution and (c) Fish plots across individual MM patients with branching, linear and stable with loss of 
clone patterns of clonal evolution. Supplementary Note 1 (Casewise clonal evolution).

http://www.ajcr.us/files/ajcr0137108supplmaterial.pdf
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Supplementary Figure 12. (A-E) Clonal evolution in each case of MM. Representation of clonal evolution through (a) 
Density, (b) Evolution and (c) Fish plots across individual MM patients with branching, linear and stable with loss of 
clone patterns of clonal evolution. Supplementary Note 1 (Casewise clonal evolution).

http://www.ajcr.us/files/ajcr0137108supplmaterial.pdf
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Supplementary Figure 13. (A-C) Clonal evolution in each case of MM. Representation of clonal evolution through (a) 
Density, (b) Evolution and (c) Fish plots across individual MM patients with branching, linear and stable with loss of 
clone patterns of clonal evolution. Supplementary Note 1 (Casewise clonal evolution).

http://www.ajcr.us/files/ajcr0137108supplmaterial.pdf

